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Abstract

Submitted to the Department of Materials Science and Engineering
on August 13 ', 2010 in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Degree of

Master of Engineering in Materials Science and Engineering

In the last decade, the field of single cell mechanics has emerged with the development of
high resolution experimental and computational methods, providing significant amount of
information about individual cells instead of the averaged characteristics provided by
classical assays from large populations of cells. These single cell mechanical properties
correlate closely with the intracellular organelle arrangement and organization, which are
determined by load bearing cytoskeleton network comprised of biommolecules.

This thesis will assess the feasibility of a high throughput single cell force spectroscopy
using an atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based platform. A conventional AFM set-up
employs a single cantilever probe for force measurement by using laser to detect the
deflection of the cantilever structure, and usually can only handle one cell at a time. To
improve the throughput of the device, a modified scheme to make use of cantilever based
array is proposed and studied in this project. In addition, to complement the use of AFM
array, a novel cell chip design is also presented for the fine positioning of cells in
coordination with AFM cantilevers. The advantages and challenges of the system are
analyzed too. To assess the feasibility of developing this technology, the
commercialization possibility is discussed with intellectual property research, market
analysis, cost modelling and supply chain positioning. Conclusion about this technology
and its market prospect is drawn at the end of the thesis.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1 Overview and Scope

The mechanical properties of single cells are important characteristics for identifying the

stage of cell development, proliferation and health status. Single cell mechanics is the

study of the mechanical properties of cells and their individual responses to mechanical

stimuli. As shown in Figure 1, the field of single cell mechanics has gained increasing

attention in past decades. It has become increasingly recognized in past 20 years that not

only chemical substances from hormone secretion or signalling pathways affect the

behaviours of cells, the mechanical interactions of cell and its environment, which is

related to the cytoskeleton resides in cytoplasm [1, 2], can also dictate important changes

in the life cycle of cells. For example, the transformation of mesenchymal stem cells

(MSCs) to matured functional cells such as osteocytes and chondrocytes [3] during

embryonic development involves the change of cytoskeleton as well as the mechanic

properties of the differentiating cells [4].
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Figure 1. Single cell mechanics publications per year, data obtained from database Scopus

The study of single cell mechanics involves the measurement of cell properties such as

quasi-static indentation stiffhess [5], shear modulus [6], loss, storage, and complex

modulus in response to dynamic oscillatory loading [7] and relaxation time constants [8].

The detecting of single cell mechanics can sometimes measures force and displacement

as small as a few pN and angstroms [9], these measurements impose high requirements in

terms of resolution, accuracy, response time and throughput on measurement instruments.

In this thesis, a novel technology of high-throughput cell force spectroscopy will be

proposed and analyzed in details in terms of system components, fabrication process,

technology limitations and potential future developments. In addition, analysis on

commercialization is also carried out, including intellectual property research, market

analysis, cost modelling and supply chain positioning, to assess the feasibility of

developing this technology.

1.2 Single Cell Mechanics

1.2.1 Single Cell Mechanics for Cell Characterization

3500U



Recent studies suggest single cell mechanics can be used to characterize cells in terms of

cell phenotype, origin and disease. In the research carried out by Darling et al [10], the

viscoelastic properties of cells were used as biomarkers to differentiate three cell lines

(chondrocytes, osteocytes and adipocytes) derived from mesenchymal stem cell (MSC),

so that all four cell lines can be separated. The group used commercially available atomic

force microscope (AFM) to perform indentation on cells, and subsequently measured the

stress relaxation time constant to estimate the elastic modulus and viscoelastic modulus.

They found in the experimental configuration, when cells were adhered to substrate, there

was significant difference (p<0.0001) in elastic modulus and viscoelastic modulus among

all four kinds of cells.

The logic of using single cell mechanics as a biomarker lies in the connection of single

cell mechanics and cytoskeleton; single cell mechanics manifest cytoskeleton structure

thus could be an indication of cell status [11]. Cytoskeleton is a network composed of

filamentous proteins of actin, tubulin or one of several classes of intermediate filament

[1], which are major contributors to the mechanical properties of cells and are also

responsible for intra cellular transportation as well as cell locomotion [12, 13].

Cytoskeleton mechanically connects intra cellular structures to extra cellular environment

through the docking by transmembrane proteins such as integrin and Neural Cell

Adhesion Molecule (NCAM) on extra cellular matrix (ECM) [14, 15].

It is found that cell deformability is related to cytoskeleton too, reduced assemble of

cytoskeleton increases the deformability [16]. When cells age, their cytoskeleton also

changes as there is a reduction in the amount of constituent biopolymers of cytoskeleton

[17, 18]; as a result, their elastic modulus and shear modulus decrease, making them less

resistive to external loading such as tension and shear [19]. In another previously cited

work [20], the author concluded single cell biomechanical responses change due to

cytoskeleton rearrangement.

Another obvious example demonstrating the correlation between single cell mechanics

and cytoskeleton is the phenotype of a single cell could be altered by the decreased

formation of actin, resulting in a morphological change which transforms the cell into

spherical shape with a chondrocytes-like morphology [21].



1.2.2 Single Cell Mechanics for Diseases Indication

Cytoskeleton's material properties are able to affect the response of cells or tissue to

external loading. Cell or tissue's abnormal responses to mechanical loadings can induce

various diseases, such as asthma, osteoporosis, atherosclerosis and diabetes; and they

contribute to the clinical presentation of these important diseases [22]. Since single cell

mechanics reflects the status of cytoskeleton, it is possible that the measurement of

mechanical properties of cell can indicate abnormalities in cytoskeleton, thus may be

potentially used for diagnostic purposes.

As a highway for signal transduction, cytoskeleton provides various localization

mechanisms for enzymes like glycolytic enzymes (aldolase, glyceralde hyde-3-phosphate

dehydrogenase, lactate dehydrogenase, and phosphofructokinase-1 [23]), protein kinases

(Tyrosine kinases [24], protein kinase C [25]), phospholipases (phospholipase A2 [26])

and GTPases [27]. Upon the conformational change of cytoskeleton under mechanical

stimuli, the enzymes linked with the network have to undergo architecture change

correspondingly. If their conformations are altered, the thermodynamic and kinetics of

the chemical reactions will change inevitably. Cytoskeleton also affects the transportation

of ions or intracellular compartments; for example, F-actin can affect the ion channels of

Na+ and Ca2 +. When the assembly of F-actin is prohibited by drugs like cytochalasins [28]

in culture medium, the measurements of ion flow from patch clamp experiment showed

the conductivity of these ions increased dramatically, however, upon stabilization of F-

actin by adding drugs like phalloidin [29], the conductivity of these channels dropped in

comparison with previous case. Thus, if an abnormal cell mechanics property is detected,

it will likely to manifest the mechanotransduction is impaired, either the ion channels or

the enzymes linked on cytoskeleton may not function properly.

As such, many diseases can be correlated with the dysfunction of cytoskeleton system,

and can be recognized with altered single cell mechanics. It has been recognized 20 years

ago that cytoskeleton may be related liver illness [30]. Zatloukal and coworker [31] have

reviewed that in diseases like Alcoholic and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (ASH &



NASH), Copper toxicosis, Cholestasis as well liver cancer, the degradation of keratin

filament and the disassemble of the intermediate filaments usually happen. Besides, there

is also imbalanced production of keratin subunits, so that the assembly of keratin

filaments is greatly hindered [32]. As a result, the cells loss the mechanical support to

physically maintain proper cell morphology and mechanical integrity, resulting in the

ballooning of the cell [33].

Cell mechanics can also be a marker for apoptosis, it has been shown that cells are less

resistive to internal stress due to degradation and restructuring of all three cytoskeletal

filaments. The change in mechanical properties of the cell may even produce blebbing of

cytoplasm membrane, which is the hallmark of programmed cell death [34-37]. In

experiment, cell death can be induced directly by applying drugs like taxol and

vinblastine to purposely disrupt of microtubule [22].

In cancer cells, deformability has been shown to be positively correlated with the

degradation of cytoskeleton and the metastatic rate. In the research carried out by

Ochalek et al [16], four variants of the same cell line with different metastatic rates are

tested for their mechanical deformability. In the experiment, the variant with the least

metastatic rate had the lowest deformability while the most metastatically unstable

variant had the highest stability. When all variants were treated with drugs preventing the

assembly of cytoskeleton, their deformability increased, strongly suggesting a correlation

between the involvement of the cytoskeleton and their carcinogenic potential.

In another work by Suresh et al [20], single cell mechanics was used to characterize two

distinct human diseases: gastrointestinal cancer and malaria. During their experiment,

they found the elastic modulus of treated cancer cell to be significantly different from that

of untreated ones, and they suggested it could be due to the reorganization of

cytoskeleton near nucleus. In their test of red blood cell (RBC) in vitro with optical

tweezers, the shear modulus of RBC increased about 10 fold because of parasite infection,

resulting in the easy corruption of RBC when experiencing high shear fields.

Suresh's experiment results were further confirmed by the study of RBC mechanics when

RBCs from patients with sepsis and leukostasis were tested in microfluidic devices [38].



The experiment subjected RBC to narrow fluidic channels where cells had to deform in

order to flow with fluids in the channel. It was shown RBCs from patients suffering these

hematologic diseases had a decreased deformability compared to normal RBCs. The

authors also concluded these diseases affected the status of cytoskeleton, as when drugs

affecting cytoskeleton (cytochalasin D and pentoxifylline) were applied to RBCs, their

deformability increased significantly.

Because of the important role cytoskeleton playing during the differentiation,

proliferation and other events in cell life cycles, the abnormality in cytoskeleton is the

source of many diseases. As previous examples showed, the measurement of single cell

mechanics reflects the status of cytoskeleton, it is thus important for the understanding of

cell biology as well as disease etiology to obtain this information [39].

1.2.3 Modelling of Single Cell Mechanics

There are a few models relating the mechanical properties of cells to the measurement

done with various tools, thus bridging the macroscopic measurement with deeper

understanding of cytoskeleton.

Besides the mostly used model where cells are treated like homogenous viscoelastic

entities, the other widely used model to relate cell's mechanical behaviours to

cytoskeleton is the tensegrity model. The stability of the system depends on tensional

integration, rather than compressional continuity. In this model, the cytoskeleton of a cell

is represented by a group of interconnected bars and viscoelastic cables. And it is viewed

that these structures are interconnected between cells in a tissue through the mechanical

linkage of ECM [40]. Upon loading, tensegrity structure tends to deform globally rather

than locally, that all its mechanical component can rearrange in order to respond to the

applied force [41].

Figure 2 shows one of this model, where 6 bars and 24 viscoelastic cables were used to

construct the model. In loading scenario, numerical analysis has to be used to solve for

loading response. In this particular example, four nodes are fixed in order to simulate the



attachment of cell to substrate surface. External loading can be applied though any of the

nodes. In most simulations, only first order deformation of bars is considered, because

higher order deformations will only become significant with larger dimension, which is

less relevant when modelling cells.

Tensegrity model has been shown to be able to predict the mechanical measurement from

experiment data, in fact, tensegrity model was adopted because its prediction coincides

with experiments data where measured cell's elastic modulus increases linearly with

deformation [42]. Moreover, modified tensegrity model predicts accurately that the

global structural viscosity and global structural elasticity changes proportional to the

square of the size of cell [43]. In addition, tensegnity represents the combined mechanical

behaviours of cytoskeleton components. Like F-actin, though each single component of

tensegrity does not exhibit linear increase of elastic modulus under loading, The

combined network showed linear increase in elastic modulus just as combined F-actin

network [44]. There may even be some connection between the structures of tensegrity

network to physical cytoskeleton structures. In cytoskeleton systems, microfilament (MF)

can produce internal stress through internal actomyosin sliding as the viscoelastic cable in

tensegrity model, and the stiffness of MF can be altered with different concentration of

crosslink proteins among molecules [45, 46].

There are also models correlate the mechanical properties and measurements on special

cells (like RBC, which do not have nucleus when it is mature) [47, 48]. It must be pointed

out that cell like RBC cannot be modelled with tensegrity, because their underlying

structures are essentially different. In tensegrity modelling, the 3D network corresponds

to the actin filament network inside cell, while in RBC the major contribution of

mechanical properties comes from spectrin network under the double layer of lipids.
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Figure 2. Tensegrity model of cell mechanics. A tensegrity model with 24 elements (up) and tensegrity model
subjected to tension (bottom) [40, 43]

1.3 Tools for Mechanical Properties Measurement

In the past 20 years, single cell mechanics has gained increasing interest in the research

community. Since physical measurement can be correlated to the status of cytoskeleton, it

has been of great interest to develop measurement instruments for probing the mechanical

properties of single cells. There have been numerous tools developed for this purpose, the



earliest of which is the use of micropipette to perform aspiration [49, 50] on

nontransformed and transformed cells. Micropipettes are generally made by pulling hot

glass capillary tubes. Suction can be applied to cell surface once micropipette is attached

to the target cell. The deformation of the cell measured with respect to time reveals the

viscoelastic properties [51]. For example, in the measurement of viscosity of blood

granulocytes, the experiments revealed that the viscosity of the cell changes with respect

to temperature, from 2x103 poise at 270 C to 103 poise at 37'C [52]. Micropipette

aspiration has also been used in measuring the Poison's ratio of chondrocytes and

osteocytes in [51], which ranges from 0.36 to 0.38.

Magnetic bead microrheology is another technique used in measuring the mechanical

properties of cells [53]. In this kind of set up, magnetic beads functionalized with ligands

that can attach to cell surface are used. When magnetic field is applied, tangential force

exerts onto the surface of cells by the magnetic beads. In [53], the shear modulus of

fibroblasts is measured to range from 2x10-3 PaOm to 4xl0 3 PaOm. The authors also

found the bulk shear modulus to be 0.5x 10-4 Pa, membrane coefficient of friction of to be

2x109 PaEs/m corresponding and cytoplasmic viscosity of 2xl03 Pals. By using this

tool, it is also revealed that cells can be viewed as composited of materials near their

glass transition temperature, and cytoskeleton modulate cell's responses to mechanical

stimuli by altering effective noise temperature of the matrix [54]. A scaling law of elastic

and frictional properties and was observed between different kinds of cells [54]. Another

similar too is optical tweezers, which uses similar principles to measure local mechanical

properties of cells by utilizing laser deflection particles [55, 56]. In [55], the authors

estimated the local shear modulus of red blood cell membrane to be 2 x 10-6 Nm~1.

Osmotic loading subjects cells to different osmotic pressures and detects the change in

cellular volume, which is an indication of whole cell mechanical properties [57]. Through

the use of osmotic loading, it is found the normalized volume of cells change linearly

with respect to osmotic pressure, and the instantaneous and equilibrium elastic moduli as

well as the apparent viscosity of the cells were significantly decreased by hypoosmotic

loading, but were unchanged by hyperosmotic loading [58].
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Figure 3. Tools for single cell mechanics measurement [59].

Other techniques quantifying whole cell mechanical property include rheology

measurement by plating manipulation where the cell is attached and traction or uniaxial

compression is applied through the deformation of the plate or the plate, the applied force

and measured displacement are in Newton and mm range respectively. Microplating is

also possible where the resolution of this technique can be increased. In the experiment

reported in [60], microplating was used to measure the loss and storage modulus of single

HeLa cells. The authors found the storage modulus to be around 660 Pa when stimulation

was performed at a frequency of 1 Hz, which is quite close to the AFM measurement

result at low frequency. Microfluidic devices can also be used for measuring the

mechanical properties of single cells, like their resistance to shear or their ability to

deform [61].

1.3.1 Mechanical Probing by AFM

Among the characterization techniques, one important probing method is the use of AFM

to quantify single cell mechanics. Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) is a unique tool



which enables high resolution measurement of the mechanical properties at sub

nanometer level [62]. In addition, unlike other high resolution scanning probe

microscopes, in situ force measurement on biosamples is also possible because AFM can

operate in a wide range of environments [63, 64].

AFM is developed from scanning tunnelling microscope (STM); it was originally

designed for the detection of the interactions between probe tip and substrate surface. It

provides flexible measurement of surface topography, friction, surface adhesion and

deformation [65]. Typical AFM probes consist of a deflectable cantilever and a tip at one

end of the cantilever. The cantilever must be resistive to deflection in two directions

while prone to deflection in the third direction. Typically, cantilevers are fabricated so

that their resonance frequency is above 10 kHz [66]. The cantilever structure can be as

large as a few micrometers, while the radius of curvature of the end of tip can fall below

a few nano meters (10nm for Si and 20-50 nm for SiN [66]). The tip of AFM is usually

fabricated from silicon or silicon nitride, which moves into close proximity to interact

with sample surfaces. AFM tip can be coated with various materials for alteration of

mechanical, thermal and electrical properties [67-71].

AFM probe interacts with sample with both short range and long range forces; van der

Waal forces act between sample and probe tip, while other forces such as electrostatic

force capillary force, chemical force as well as Casimir force can also play a part in

measurement. Because measurement is done by force interaction, no fixation or staining

of sample is required, thus the device is particularly suitable for the testing of living

tissue. The device is also able to quantify both static and dynamic loading responses of

cell by applying forces at different frequencies controlled by piezo force generator

relayed to an external signal generator.

AFM measures samples with length scale from a single molecule to a whole cell, with a

force range from several pico newton to nano newton. AFM obtains force-displacement

curves, which reveals elastic modulus of cells [72, 73]. In addition, hystereses between

approach and retraction curves can be used to evaluate the time-dependent modulus and

time constant [74].
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Figure 4. Principle of AFM operation [64]

AFM typically operates in three modes, namely, contact mode, noncontact mode and

tapping mode. In contact mode, total force felt by the cantilever tip is repulsive. In

noncontact mode, total force exerted on the tip of cantilever is often attractive, and

atomic resolution is achievable [75]. And due to the shape of the potential well of van der

Waal interactions, there will always be a distance region that the AFM probe is unable to

work in with, as such, the measurement can only achieve a lower resolution [66].

Typically, biosamples are measured in noncontact/tapping mode, not only to achieve

higher resolution, but also to prevent the destruction of sample by indentation or friction

between tip and sample. In noncontact/tapping mode, the cantilever is usually driven at a

preset frequency. A change in the frequency of vibration corresponds to the external force

felt by the cantilever. The following relationship shows the estimation of force by

detecting the modulation of frequency, where k is the stiffness of a single leg cantilever

beam.

Af 1 8F

f 2k ax

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........



AFM has been used to probe cell surface elasticity. For example, one of the pioneering

studies of using AFM to probe the mechanics of single cell was carried out in 1994 by

Hoh and Schoenenberge [62, 76], in their experiment, they measured the elastic modulus

of MDCK and R5 cell and cellular dynamics with time lapse AFM. AFM indentation on

cells revealed the loss and storage moduli follows power law, where the complex

modulus at any frequency can be expressed as a base complex modulus times the power

of that frequency over the base frequency. For example, in the measurement of complex

modulus of human lung epithelial cells [77], the group found both storage and loss

modulus increased with indentation frequency up to 100 Hz. The exponent for storage

modulus was measured to be around 0.2, and the exponent for the loss modulus was

measured to be around 0.067.

-40 -20 0

6 (nm)
20 40

Figure 5. Complex modulus measurement by AFM indentation [77]

Because of the high resolution from AFM, there has been experiments using AFM for

cell regional force mapping, for example, in [6], the group used AFM to detect the loss

and storage modulus at nucleus region and peripheral regions respectively. The group
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found the storage and loss modulus to be around 300 Pa and 95 Pa respectively when

indentation is performed at 0.1 Hz at nuclear region. However, the peripheral regions

were found to be more rigid than nuclear region at all indentation frequencies.

It is also possible to directly connect the measured mechanical properties with

cytoskeleton structures in living cells thanks to the high resolution of AFM. In the work

done by Christian Rotsch and Manfred Radmacher [78], it has been shown that AFM

measurement directly correlates with the cytoskeleton structure; and can reflect the

change of cytoskeleton upon the addition of drugs. In their experiment, NRK fibroblasts

were measured in contact mode with an AFM from Veeco @ and a force map was

generated from AFM measurement. Elastic modulus was then obtained from force

displacement curve of the AFM measurement. The cells were subsequently stained with

dyes that were selective to F-actin. As the following figure shows, the features on AFM

force map correspond to the stained structure by the dye, confirming that AFM can

directly probe cytoskeleton. In addition, when cytochilatin was used to prevent the

assembling of cytoskeleton, AFM measurement showed less features and a decreased

elastic modulus.

AFM can also accommodate to wide range of cells, not only eukaryotic cells can be

probed, prokaryotic cells like bacteria are also suitable for AFM investigation. For

example, the surface elasticity of bacteria M. gryphiswaldense was determined by

applying compressional stress on cell wall [79].



Figure 6. AFM measurement directly correlates with cytoskeleton. NRK fibroblast (a), AFM image (b), magnified
view of AFM image (c), cytoskeleton staining (d), magnified view of staining (e) force map (f) [78]



Chapter 2 High Throughput Single Cell Measurement Technology

Although it has been demonstrated that the single cell mechanics can be quantitatively

assessed by a range of techniques mentioned previously, it is important to realize that

most of these techniques are of extreme low throughput, i.e. only capable of handling a

limited number of cells in a reasonable experiment time frame [80]. As a result, the data

produced by these techniques may not be an accurate reflection of the actual status of a

whole cell population.

This represents certain limitation when it comes to the measurement of any

heterogeneous cell population, which is often the case if the measurement is done on any

sample derived from living organisms. As it is now known that in any biological events

like growth, development and disease, there involves a coordinated reaction of a

heterogeneous population of cells [81]. It is also noted that the distribution of the

measured mechanical properties may not always be the same as assumed [38]. One

example was given in the measurement of cell deformability through microfluidic

devices. The passing time of RBC through a channel was recorded and used as a

parameter to represent single cell mechanics As shown in the following figure, contrary

to common assumption that a Gaussian distribution should characterize the transit time,

the cells derived from patients with hematologic diseases exhibited non-Gaussian

distribution that the majority of the cell population either pass within 2 seconds or will

not pass within 8 seconds.

Moreover, when tested with neutrophil, control group exhibited dramatic differences with

group treated with drugs inducing inflammation, suggesting the distribution of cellular

mechanical properties can also be related to the status of the cells, thus could be useful

for characterization and diagnosis. It is also important to determine how the different

parts of metabolism are coordinated and balanced through the study of heterogeneous cell

population. The lack of distribution information could represent a flaw in measurement.
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Figure 7. Non-Gaussian distribution of cell population with different deformability [38]

Furthermore, it must be stressed that although some techniques do measure the property

of a large number of cells, it is quite often the average properties of the whole population

are finally presented. For example, an increase in fluorescent measurement of a clone can

indicate higher activities of bacteria in that clone, however, the measurement may not be



an accurate indication of cell status as it could mean either each cell has an increase in

their activity level, or more cells turns from "off' state to "on" state.
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Figure 8. Averaged property rneasured with a population of cells [81]

As a consequence, there is a need to produce new technology that would allow the

measurement of multiple individual cells in a reasonable experiment time frame. Recent

technology development has improved the throughput of flow-through optical

microfluidic devices, so that the throughput could be reached at 1 cell/min [82, 83] to 50-

100 cells/min [38].

AFM technology holds great potential for single cell mechanics measurement; it cannot

be replaced by microfluidic devices in that it can produce direct and high resolution

measurement on single cell in a controlled and more precisely manner; therefore it is of

great interest to develop a high throughput platform based on AFM principles of

operation. It is desirable that this technology should be capable of being multiplexed, and

in the same time be friendly for mass production and cost reduction.



In the following section, a new technology platform is proposed to fulfil the goal of high

throughput single cell operations. The proposed technology is composed of three major

components, with a high throughput AFM system as a functional basis of the technology,

which is able to combine the high resolution and high throughput advantages. A cell chip

is the complementary component to the AFM system, which is able to help the operation

of AFM on biological samples. Lastly, a controller system is needed in order to

coordinate the whole set up.
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Figure 9. Concept of proposed high-throughput single cell force measurement device

2.1 High-throughput AFM system

The AFM system should be able to operate in a high speed fashion so that the throughput

can be increased. There are two ways to increase the operating speed of the system,

namely, to accelerate each probe and to integrate multiple probes in the system. The first

approach uses less stiff cantilever and elimination of cantilever resonance [84, 85].



However, this approach faces severe limitations that some applications require certain

probe-sample interaction time [86-90], so that the probing speed cannot be increased over

certain limit; besides, the magnitude of speed increase is limited.

Highly parallel array of AFM probes is more favourable because the throughput can be

increased proportional to the number of probes used. The proposed measurement system

is composed of a force measuring instrument with multiple cantilevers functioning as

AFM tip array and cell chip for the precise positioning of cells. In addition, a controlling

system is necessary in order to coordinate the two components and to analyse the

acquired data.

The proposed device employs an array of AFM tips individually controlled by picoforce

piezos. There is a cell chip loaded on a platform and is controlled by three motors so that

it could move in X, Y and Z directions independently. With this configuration, multiple

cells can be tested simultaneously in one round, with each cell measured by one AFM tip,

and the next round of readout can be obtained be moving platform to next designated

coordinates.

The proposed device should have much higher throughput compared to conventional

AFM, thus it can be used for high throughput cell mechanical property testing for cell

biology study. Besides, this device should be able to test bioproducts such as engineered

tissue, single cell mechanical testing is commonly used as a merit metrics of engineered

tissue performance.

The number of cells tested per round is determined by the number of AFM tips in the

array. Carrying out the testing for several rounds does not only generate averaged

properties of the tested batch of cells, but also produces statistical information of this

batch. Distributions, variations and deviations of mechanical properties can be obtained

for better characterization of not only a single cell, but also of a group of cells. Generally

speaking, two categories of such devices are mostly developed. The first category

consists of device primarily developed by IBM (termed "millipede" system) [91].



2.1.1 Millipede Array

IBM Research Division, Zurich Research Laboratory presented a scheme using a square

array of AFM cantilevers for patterning polymer by indentation [91], where 32x32 (1024)

probes were used to create patterns on substrate surface. The following figure

demonstrated the concept of IBM's parallel array "millipede".

2D cantilever array chip Multiplex-driver

Polymer storage media
on xyz scanner

Figure 10. Schematic drawing showing Millipede concept [921

The millipede device consists of a square array of cantilevers arranged in a row-column

manner. Each cantilever is in charge of a field about 100pm x 100pm [93]. The

cantilevers are entirely fabricated from silicon for good thermal and mechanical

properties through surface micromachining by either plasma etching or wet etching [88].

Each cantilever consists of two legs acting as soft springs; legs are highly doped to

reduce the resistance and energy dissipation, while tip is lightly doped. Metal wirings are

avoided on leg region to avoid any electron migration or parasitic effect.

Legs are specifically produced with less mechanical stiffness to reduce the force required

for deformation, so that the tip and substrate can be well protected [88].



The unique point about this millipede system is that whole array is controlled by only one

z-scanner, so that the complexity of the system can be reduced [93]. However, several z-

scanners can be used if more precise control of the vertical position of the array is needed

[94]. As a result, the system requires uniform substrate surface to avoid the damage of the

array. When approaching substrate surface, four cantilevers integrated at the corners of

the array will detect the tilt of the substrate relative to the array [88].

The cantilevers in this array are not mechanically coupled and can be individually

actuated by the application of voltage pulse [93]. When actuation is performed, each

individual cantilever receives two electrical pulses from the row and column it belongs to,

if the sum of the pulses is nonzero, an indentation action will be performed [95].

A more complex array of 64x64 (4096) cantilevers has been fabricated [94],

Demonstrating the possibility of building high throughput devices by this approach.

However, the application of millipede system to biological sample faces severe limitation.

The millipede system is controlled by only one z-scanner [93]. Although this setup

reduces the system complexity, it requires uniform substrate surface to avoid the damage

of the array. Due to inherent surface roughness of biological samples, the variation in z

direction can be as huge as several microns, which may disable the probing of the array

to the surface. In addition, though the cantilevers are not mechanically coupled, their

signals are coupled because the signal is transmitted in rows and columns, i.e., cantilevers

in the same row will receive the same actuation signal (amplitude) transmitted by that

row, so do cantilevers in the same column. As a result, the cantilever array lacks the

ability to control each cantilever flexibly. Furthermore, each actuation made by the

cantilever is static, rather than vibrational actuation used in tapping mode or non-contact

mode AFM, which is more likely to destroy soft materials. Another restriction of the

millipede array comes from the probing method and response time; IBM chose to use

heat conduction to probe-sample distance, and with the measurement of resistance change

to detect beam deflection. Both detection and actuation is too slow and too inefficient [96]

for probing soft tissue because temperature change has to overcome the heat capacity of

cantilever and heat dissipation to environment [94].



2.1.2 Individually Controlled Cantilever with Sensor and Actuator

The other kind of cantilever array is composed of individually controlled cantilevers with

integrated sensing and actuation functionality. A High number of cantilevers form the

self-actuated arrays, and these arrays can be further integrated into a large scale array for

achieving even higher throughput [97]. For achieving actuation functionality, the

cantilevers in this case mainly use piezoelectric materials, which can transfer the

externally applied voltage into strain. This sort of array is generally faster in operation

[98].

The piezoelectric material used could be materials from group III-V or group II-V

compound materials, for example, ZnO is the most widely used piezoelectric material in

MEMS, in addition, AlxGa1 xAs and Pb(ZrTi)O [99] can also be used for higher piezo

constant [100].

The pioneering work of the use of parallel scanning probes with individually controlled

cantilevers was initially used by S. C. Minne in 1994 [101] to pattern amorphous silicon

on single crystal silicon 100 surface as a lithography mask. Early developments from the

group used one array of two piezoresistive cantilevers, with one in feedback loop set to

constant force of 600 nN and the other in an open loop. Both cantilevers were operated

under the condition of 20V bias voltage. They discovered that individual feedback of the

cantilevers must be established in order to achieve high precision force control. The

group also used arrays of four parallel cantilevers to image 1 00p/m x 400p1m surface with

the same amount of the time usually only sufficient for 1 00p/m x 1 00gtm square area.

Thus it corresponds to a 3 fold increase in throughput in the parallel cantilever system.

However, this group did not manage to integrate the sensing function onto each cantilever

in the array, they used laser deflection detector to probe the cantilever bending. When

larger number (4 cantilevers) of cantilevers was used, due to limited space, they were not

able to use one laser deflector for each cantilever, so individual control was not achieved.

As such, the author concluded further development on integration of sensing with AFM

array is the key to the application of AFM array with large number of cantilevers for high

precision operations.



The integration of the sensing unit in cantilever itself is necessary, because it greatly

reduces the space needed for sensing modules. As illustrated in Figure 4, conventional

AFM employs laser and photodiode set up for the purpose of cantilever beam deflection

detection. For low level integrations of AFM like in previous case, separated sensing unit

has already shown its limitations. As such, for the integration of a higher number of

cantilevers, it would be impossible to continue to use the separated sensor and cantilever

design.

There are a few categories of sensors that can be readily incorporated onto cantilevers,

for example, capacitors [102, 103] can be built onto the cantilevers for sensing.

Piezoelectric materials can also be incorporated onto the cantilevers for the detection of

beam deflection by measuring the voltage across the material. Another way to integrate

the sensing functionality onto the cantilever is to use piezoresistive effect of silicon. It

has been demonstrated that the resistivity of silicon could change upon deflection,

although no charge is produced. One example of using piezoresistive sensing is

demonstrated below in [98] and improved in 1996 [104], where the sensor and actuator

were integrated onto cantilever together. The following figure shows one of the

cantilevers in the array.

The design uses V shaped leg for achieving the sensing functionality, where the bending

of the cantilevers can be transferred into the resistance change along the V shaped leg.

Current is passed through the V shaped support from one leg to another. The change in

the resistance will induce the change in current so that the deflection can be calculated.
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Figure 11. Schematic drawing shows cantilever with integrated sensor and actuator 1981

The cantilever beam is deposited with a layer of 3.5 yim thick ZnO on top of the Si beam.

If a field is applied in the direction of the beam, the cantilever will bend due to the

expansion of ZnO. Below the silicon oxide insulator, the doped Si functions as a

piezoresistor to detect the bending of the beam.

However, this design suffers inherent flaw that the piezoresistor sensor spans the entire

range under ZnO actuator; it detects not only the bending caused by force on tip, but also

the bending of ZnO actuator itself. The signal thus has to be electronically compensated

for correct reading.

A modified design was then produced to compensate for the piezoelectric effect caused

by ZnO. The following figure shows the modified design of cantilever beam.
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Figure 13. Modified Scheme for Integratioi of Sensing aid Actuatioi with two-leg cantilever aid Si
functioning as piezoresistor [1041

The modified design added another layer of heavily doped Si under ZnO actuator. this

layer of Si has two benefits, firstly, by increasing the doping under ZnO region, the

piezoresistive coefficient is decreased by 80% [104], thus reducing the coupling of

piezoresistor sensor under ZnO and ZnO actuator. Another benefit is the increased

doping reduced resistivity of the sensor, thus for a given stress level, the absolute change

in resistivity increases. For actuation, ZnO is used to position the tip relative to substrate

surface. Piezoresistor in this case is used as sensor as well as conductive path; it is thus

necessary to separate the reading signal from signals for lithography.

An AC bridge can be used for the purpose of signal separation. Deflection sensing signals

are usually of higher frequency (above 100 kHZ), while the electrical pulse for

nanoindentation is typically of a frequency around several hundred HZ [105].

2.1.3 Cantilever Array Design

The proposed cantilever array will utilize piezoelectric materials for the purpose of

sensing and actuation. Unlike in the case of capacitor sensor and piezoresistive sensor,



where sensing and actuation are carried out by separate structures, the sensing and

actuation function can be achieved by the same piezoelectric material, thus it is ideal for

the purpose of integration. It has been demonstrated that perovskite structured materials

usually have higher piezoelectric constants, and can be used for MEMS application with

conventional planar processing techniques [106]. Although AlGaAs materials also offer

high piezoelectric coefficient, the fabrication of such materials typically needs sputtering

or MOCVD, which increases the cost of fabrication. On the other hand, the fabrication of

perovskite materials can be achieved with simple method as spin coating, which does not

add significant cost on the production. As such, perovskite structured material is chosen

as actuator material for cantilevers.

Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3 is chosen for actuator fabrication. The fabrication process is modeled below.

A single leg design of the cantilever beam is chosen; compared with the V shaped, single

leg cantilever takes less space, so integration can achieve higher density. However, it

cannot use the piezoresistive effect for sensing as it's difficult to use single leg silicon as

piezoresistor without short circuit. As such, an alternative is to measure the deflection of

the PZT material itself by the electric potential it produces.

The proposed cantilever array must fulfil the requirement for cell testing and in the same

time be compatible with fabrication technologies currently used in industries. The design

of this device is inspired by the work of Itoh et al. [99].

For the adaption of this device to the testing of cells, the array must be able to

accommodate the possible variations in cell size. As a result, a longer cantilever length is

needed so that more deflection can happen over the whole cantilever range. And if the

variation of cell size does occur at some position, DC voltage could be applied to

specifically deflect the cantilevers at these positions. However, the use of long cantilever

will produce a lower the first resonance frequency [107, 108], producing a lower sensing

speed in tapping and non-contact mode. To counter this problem, short cantilevers could

be used with actuators producing larger force, so that both large deflection and fast

sensing can be achieved simultaneously.

The fabrication process of the device is modelled below:



A. A photoresist layer is deposited on Si substrate (yellow), and then holes

corresponding to the base diameter of tip are made by exposing the resist. Cr

deposition is carried out and followed by a lift off process, so that circular Cr

patches (black) of the same diameter as the base of the tips are produced.

B. Reactive ion etching is carried out so that silicon columns are created at the

positions of tips.

C. Thermal oxidation is carried out to change Si to SiO 2, and then the substrate is

submerged with KOH which etch the columns into tips.

D. A layer of Pt (green) is deposited by sputtering on the desired location of

substrate; the Pt layer will later be patterned into one set of electrodes.

E. The PZT layer (blue) is prepared by a Sol-gel process. To prepare Pb(Zr,Ti)0 3,

zirconium-n-butoxide dissolved first in glacial acetic acid, 2-propanol, and 1-

butano [109], subsequently, Ti{OCH(CH3)2}4 and Pb(CH3COO) 2 are also

dissolved in the solution. The mixture is hydrolyzed before cross link agent

ethylene glycol is added. The solution is further dissolved by 2-propanol and 1-

butanol and acetic acid before deposition. The method is derived from reference

[110, 111].

F. To deposit the PZT material on substrate, spin coating is carried out followed by

baking. Multiple spin coatings are necessary in order to achieve the desired

thickness of the PZT material. After the last spin coating, the structure should be

moved to an oven for annealing at 600 degrees to facilitate the formation of

perovskite structure.

G. Another layer of Au (pink) is deposited on top of the PZT material, to function as the

other set of electrodes.

H. The final step is to etch away undesired part by dry etching, and then a layer of SiO 2 is

sputtered to passivate the deivce.

It is already shown this approach can be used for batch fabrication of up to 50 cantilevers.

Batch fabrication of an array with higher number of cantilevers is possible [99, 112].

However, it is probably more favourable to use more such arrays to integrate into a

higher level array, so that modular design can be achieved. In the case of cantilevers



break down, it would not be necessary to replace the whole array, instead, only the sub

array containing the broken cantilever needs to be replaced.

The device is operated by applying voltages between two electrodes (green and pink

layers). DC voltage induces a static deflection while AC voltage induces dynamic

actuation. A small amount of tip displace can be applied on each cell and the

corresponding force can be measured. To detect the responses of cells, the voltage

generated by the bending of PZT between the two electrodes is monitored.

The group by Itoh showed cantilevers can be fabricated in this manner to achieve a

resonance frequency about 64 kHz and actuation sensitivity of 150 nmIV. In addition,

they also demonstrated their cantilevers can accommodate a sample variance at z

direction as large as 1.5 pm [99] with the length of cantilever equal to 200 pm.
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Figure 13, Cantilever array fabrication process

2.2 Cell Chip

Due to the employment of cantilever array, cells have to be precisely placed on substrate

at corresponding positions to cantilever tips. In addition, substrate has to provide

sufficient affinity so that cells will not be displaced by the force applied by cantilever tip.

A cell chip is necessary to fulfil these requirements. It has been shown that small particles

and cells can be precisely manipulated by vibration force (acoustic tweezers),
hydrodynamic force (microfluidic tweezers) and optical force (laser tweezers) [113].

However, these methods require extensive labour if large quantity of cells are to be

manipulated.

When coupled with other technology, recent advances in MEMS application provide

simple methods for achieving precise positioning for a large quantity of cells. MEMS

based positioning methods can be generally characterized into positioning by optical

guiding, by mechanical fluidic trapping, by chemical modification and by the application

of electric fields.

Optical guiding involves the use of laser, which can generate forces in piconewton range

(up to 300 pN [114]) for manipulating small particles. The force is generated with a high

power focused laser beam passing through the dielectric particle. When placed around the

beam waist, the dielectric particle feels the greatest force due to the largest electric field



gradient. It is also necessary to build an environment so that the light travels in a medium

with refractory index different from that of the particle [115].

A high throughput laser positioning system involves the use of hollow optical fibre,

where laser carries cells from source to the hollow optical fibre [116]. By the guiding of

the optical fibre, cells can be deposited when they exit from the other end of the fibre. By

moving the fibre, arbitrary patterns can be formed on the target. It has been demonstrated

that this positioning technique can achieve a resolution under 1 pm at a very high particle

fluxes up to 10 kHz [117]. However, some drawback of this technique hinders its

application to biological samples, as moving cells require very high power, the concern

of viability of single cells subjected to the laser arises [118].

Mechanical fluidic patterning uses patterned structures to disturb the flow of cells in the

laminar flow of liquid and selectively trap cells at desired location. Examples of this kind

of positioning include the use of dam/overflow structures [119] or sandbag structures

[120]. In dam structure, the flow is blocked by dam perpendicular to the flow direction,

and cells are deposited at the foot of dam. The problem of this design is the difference of

the hydrodynamic pressure across dam structure is too great, that multiple rows of cells

can be deposited at some position, inducing undesirable cell aggregation at certain

location. The modified overflow design uses two parallel channels with different

hydrodynamic pressure; the hydrodynamic pressure difference can be controlled such that

only a single row of cells is deposited.



Figure 14. Mechanical fluidic positioning of cells. Darn (up left) and modified overflow (up right) design, sandbag
design (bottom) [119] and [120]

Similarly, sandbag structures fabricated from photolithographic processes also partially

block the flow in channel. Although majority of the liquid flows along the arrow (arrows

shown in figure) direction, a small portion of fluid flow over the sand bag and bring cells

to be deposited at the depicted positions (red circles). Other designs uses similar

principles may involve the use of microwells in channel. A two-step process has been

reported by Langer [121] to use poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) to fabricate wells within

micro channels for accurate positioning.

Chemical modification is another widely used technique to confine cell in certain

positions. Typical chemical modification involves the deposition of protein prior to the

deposition of cells [122]. Many of these deposited proteins are extracted from ECM, like

fibronectin (FN), collagen I, collagen II and Laminin [122, 123]. Proteins can be

deposited through a photolithography process with lift off. Synthesized poly peptide can

also be used for depositing. The common feature of this kind of poly peptide is that they

contain a tail sequence of Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) tri-amino acids [124]. It is believed RGD

is one of the primary recognition sequences for integrin [125, 126], which is a

transmembrane protein for regulating a host of cell responses including cell focal



adhesion. Other materials, such as selectin, enzymes and antibody [127] can also be

deposited on substrates to enhance cell adherence.

Another approach of chemical surface modification employs a technique named micro

contact printing [128, 129]. Before printing, soft lithography is usually carried out to

produce a stamp with polymers like PDMS. Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) are

printed with stamps onto substrate which is surface-modified by gold, silver or titanium

deposition [128]. The stamp defines the positions for SAMs deposition. This printed

pattern can form a ultra thin mask (1 Onm) for subsequent deposition of another material,

or it could be used directly as created patterns.
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Figure 15. Chemical compositions of SAM layer, X is the end group [124]

Most widely used SAMs are alkanethiolates with different end groups. It is found SAMs

terminated with methyl groups adsorb proteins while SAMs terminated with oligo

(ethylene glycol) are extremely resistant for protein adsorption. Thus, SAMs can be used

to link previously mentioned biomolecules with substrate. In addition, cells can directly

attach to SAMs, it is found that the adherence strength of cells on SAMs layer is greatest

with SAMs terminated with hydroxyl group, followed by SAMs terminated with carboxyl

group and amino group, the adherence is the lowest with SAMs terminated with methyl

group [124].
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Figure 16. General approach for micro contact printing. Molding of PDMS soft stamp from patterned master (a),
Peel off PDMS stamp (b), stamp in contact with SAM ink (c), PDMS print on substrate (d) SAM layer produced as

mask (e), Deposition of a secondary SAM (f) [128]

Electric fields can also be used in active cell positioning. The technique called

dielectrophoresis (DEP) has already been applied through decades in sorting and

separating particles [130]. DEP force is a result of the interactions between induced

dipole in dielectric particles and the non-uniform electric field in the medium [131]. The

DEP force can be calculated as

FDEP 2r 3 Re[fm(co)]VE,. 2
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where f,,(co) = '"
E, + 2E,

In the equation, E, is the permittivity of particle, em is the permittivity medium. And g*

is the complex conjugate of permittivity. Both negative and positive DEP are possible,

negative DEP occurs when f,, (c) is less than 0, which means medium is more

polarisable than particle. In this case, DEP can repulse particles or cells away to the

region of local minimum of gradient of the electric field. When f,, (co) is greater than 0,

particle is more polarisable than medium, positive DEP occurs which tends to attract cells

to the local maximum gradient of electric field. It has been demonstrated that positive

DEP is more suitable for cell positioning because it has the capability to separate

individual cells and is useful for cell registration [132].

The following figure shows one of such DEP device combined with light electrode for

massive cell manipulation. A photodiode coupled with and digital micromirror display is

used to generate illumination pattern, which is projected onto a highly photo sensitive

substrate made of heavily doped hydrogenated silicon. The projected pattern on the photo

sensitive material produces electron hole pair to counter the applied AC field thus

produces a local minimum in electric field. Correspondingly, the particles will be

repulsed by negative DEPs to local minimum positions as defined by the lighting patterns.

Figure 15 shows an advantage of light electrode DEP system, which is the pattern for

particle positioning, can be altered arbitrarily by choosing the desired lighting pattern

without the need of any hardware change. Figure 15 up demonstrates a circular light

electrode, and figure 15 below demonstrates a square electrode array.
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Figure 17. Mechanismsof DEP patterning with light electrode (up), light electrode pattern for from cell array
(bottom) [1311

2.2.1 Cell Chip Design

Because of the application of AFM arrays for measuring single cell mechanics, it is

desirable for the cell chip to allow the approaching and retrieval of AFM cantilevers

without tedious alignment operations. As a consequence, microfluidic device trapping

cells with complex geometries should be excluded from the design. In addition, complex

geometry means that more structure is needed for trapping, and the trapping efficiency,

i.e., trapped cells per unit area, will decrease, which is unfavourable since it contradicts

with the aim of increasing throughput.

Moreover, positioning resolution is important because the use of AFM places high

requirement on this criterion. AFM tip should be in close proximity with sample before

experiments start since there is only limited range of adjustment from piezo controller on

AFM. In all afore mentioned techniques, the mechanical fluidic positioning has the

lowest resolution [118], in addition, in this kind of patterning, cell agglomeration usually

happens [124], which can further complicate the single cell force measurement.

Chemical positioning is able to achieve very high resolution with photolithography and

micro contact printing. Although this group of techniques are suitable for low cost

laboratory experiment, they are not suitable for commercial products to be used in the

high throughput device. One very important feature in chemical surface modification is

to enable cell attachment through focal adhesion. This process is time consuming and

may take up to 24 hours for cells to firmly attach on substrate [128]. Another problem

with chemical surface modification is to immobilize ligand or biomolecules onto surface

will inevitably increase the complication of device handling. For example, there may

come to be a very limited device shelf life and the cryo-storage of the device may be

necessary. In addition, due to the specific interactions between ligands and cells, each cell

chip fabricated with chemical surface modification may only be suitable for a limited

range of cells, thus multiple chips must be purchased by the end user if different cells are

to be tested.



It is desirable to build the device based on the electric field approach from the

considerations mentioned above. Because electric field generating structures (like wires

and vias) are well suited for miniaturization and have been studied extensively in

electronics and semiconductor industries. Tools for generating these structures are readily

available. Moreover, due to the fact most control interface uses electrical signals; chips

operating based on electrical fields are more likely to be easily controlled and automated.

It has been demonstrated most cells have similar electrophoresis mobilities [124]; as such,

DC electrophoresis is able to exert force on a wide range of cells. However, DC

electrophoresis lacks the ability to separate different kind of cells. As mentioned before,

DEP has been successfully applied in the fine positioning of cells [133, 134], and

different cells have a wide variety of responses to DEP forces, thus it is more favourable

to use DEP for cell chip design.

Some concern rises about the viability of cells subjected to electrical field. It has been

confirmed by various reports [130-133, 135] that the viability of cells can be maintained

after DEP operations under controlled field strength. When the electric field does not

exceed 104 V/m, no loss of viability could be observed even under prolonged exposure

[136, 137], when the electric field reaches 5 x 104 V/m, temporary membrane

electropermeabilization occurs, but cells will reseal after dielectrophoresis [118]. When

the field strength exceeds 2 x 105 V/m, irreversible damage may happen to cells. Another

feature of DEP is high frequency operation typically alleviates the electric-mechanical

stress on single cell, so DEP is usually operated at high frequencies above 1 MHz [118].

As such, it is possible to define a region for safe operation for maintaining cell viability.

It should be noted in DEP operation, low conductivity medium should be used for

avoiding heat generation and maximize the permittivity difference between medium and

cell. Furthermore, by using low special medium is also able to prevent electrolysis of

substance usually presents in normal culture medium [118].

The design of the chip is inspired by the work of Ho and colleagues [138, 139], where

DEP was used to pattern liver cells. The schematic drawing of the design is shown below

in Figure 16.



The chip can be represented as composed of three functional units. Component A

represents terminals for external wiring to power source. Component B represents the

surface patterning for assisting cell positioning. Component C represents the wire

structure for producing desired DEP pattern, the red and green lines represent metal wires

connected to an AC power source. D represents the chip structure after fabrication, only

one unit of wiring is shown here, multiple units of wiring with same structure can present

on the chip by simply repeating the basic wiring unit. All the wiring units are connected

to two terminals respectively as shown in D, so that when in operation, all red wires

connected to the red terminal will have the same potential and all green wires connected

to the green terminal will have the same potential. The design of the wiring pattern must

simultaneously provide electric field gradient in both longitudinal and transverse

directions, so that the local maximum of the electric field gradient can be confined to a

point. As a result, wires running in both longitudinal and transverse directions are needed.

So the design of the wiring structure employs a branching configuration, where wires of

sublevel are branched off from the main wire trunk. When this chip is operated, cells will

be attracted towards the local maximum of electric fields, which are located at the

branching point coming out of each wire trunk [118, 138-141]. A simulation was carried

out later to confirm that the local maximum of the gradient field was indeed at the desired

positions (See Appendix A).

Component B is used to assist the trapping of the cell mechanically by providing pits at

the local field maximum, the pit pattern is needed to minimize the exposure of cells to

DEP field, so that when DEP field is turned off after cell positioning is finished, cells can

still be retained at the decided positions. Another use of the pit pattern is to hold cells

steady after positioning, when excess cells must be washed away by increasing fluid flow

and tuning down DEP strength. The dimensions of the pits are controlled so that it can

only contain one single cell. Paired with positive DEP's ability to separate cells, it is

possible that the design can achieve high resolution, single cell positioning with a high

throughput. Because most cells have average size around 10 pim, the diameter of the pit

should not exceed 10 ptm for common use.



Special pit may be designed to facilitate the trapping of cells with extreme dimensions.

Also, since the mechanical properties of cell changes when focal adhesion happens [81],
different experiment protocols should be used if the cell mechanical properties under

focal adhesion is to be measured.

It must also be noted in the designing of this chip, it is assumed that the chip will be used

with compatible AFM cantilever array, so that the positions of pits and the spacing

between the pits corresponds to the specific AFM cantilever design.

Surface
Pattern

Wire (green)

Wire (red)



Figure 18. Schematic of cell chip design. Wire bonding for power supply (A), SU-8 layer with pits (B), wire pattern
on glass (C), Assemble of the chip (D)

Figure 19 illustrates a possible approach to fabricate such a chip. Transparent materials

are preferred for fabrication because they allow the examining of cell patterning result

under optical microscope. Another consideration is materials in contact with cells must at

least be biocompatible. For the purpose of allowing optical examination, glass is chosen

as a preferred substrate. Commercially available glass wafer can be purchased with

thickness ranging from 300 pm to 1 mm. for subsequent fabrication, glass surface is

cleaned with oxygen plasma first and a photo resist layer is deposited by spin coating (B).

After the photoresist has been cured, a photo mask can be used to generate designed

pattern for metal line deposition (C). Metal like copper, gold and titanium can be

deposited on glass by chemical vapour deposition [142] (D), then a lift off process is used

to produce the final pattern of metal wiring (E). For creating the pit pattern, different

biocompatible materials can be used. The most commonly used biocompatible polymer in

MEMS is PDMS, it is also transparent. However, PDMS has a elastic modulus [143] that

is very close to the elastic modulus of cells, which can be as high as 200 kPa [59, 144].

Thus, probing cell mechanical properties on PDMS may introduce error to the

measurement. Other materials can be used include PMMA and PS, However, both

PMMA and PS need contact printing to form the pits pattern, and additional adhesive

(like epoxy) may need to be applied between PMMA/PS and glass.



Positive resist

Photo mask
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Figure 19. Fabrication process of cell chip

For the purpose of easy fabrication, SU-8 is chosen to be used to form the pit pattern. SU-

8 is biocompatible polymer that is commonly used as negative photoresist in UV range

[145-147]. SU-8 offers high elastic modulus after being cured up to 5 GPa [148, 149],

sufficient for the purpose of cell mechanics testing. SU-8 is spin-coated on glass substrate

after the glass substrate is cleaned and dehydrated (F). The resist is baked and then

pressed under heating conditions for boding to glass wafer. The final step is to expose

SU-8 layer to a pit pattern printed on photo mask film to form the pit pattern.

2.3 Integration and Control

With the design of AFM array and cell chip, the system can be integrated together. As

mentioned before, a modular design is preferred in order to lower down the maintenance

cost. So even if one module fails, it is possible to change that module only without the

M



need of replacing the whole set. A schematic component diagram of the system is shown

below. An array of four AFM sub arrays are shown on the graph, they are integrated into

one higher level array. The blue platform represents cell chip mentioned in the previous

part, while the area encircled under each cantilever array shows the area probed by that

array. The cell chip can be mounted on a piezo actuator which can move the chip in 3

dimensions.

The signals pathways are shown in single line (input) and double line (output). The signal

processing system is modeled after commercially available controlling systems from

National Instrument@. Analogue signals can be read out by data acquisition board (DAQ),

which can also convert analogue input into digital signals. DAQ board then send signals

to I/O boards for interfacing with computer. Desired stimulation form can be designed in

computer and output to I/O board, which in turn control the power source for actuating

cantilever arrays. The data acquired by this control system can be stored in the computer

system for further analysis.

Cantilever sub array

motion

Cell chip

Piezo scanner

Figure 20. System component for high throughput cell force spectroscopy



For data analysis, fast Fourier transform can be carried out based on sampled force data

to generate complex modulus and phase angle [105]. Cells are modeled as viscoelastic

homogenous spherical balls indented with small and infinite hard indenter [150]. Hertzian

contact model and Maxwell-Weichert are coupled together for dynamic modeling. Most

AFM based systems use Hertzian contact model based on a spherical tip to estimate the

complex modulus of single cells. Revised Hertzian model can be applied to account for

different tip geometry [151]. The real part of the complex modulus represents the storage

of elastic energy, while the imaginary part represents the loss of the energy. The

relationship between complex modulus, force and frequency are given by [105],

E*spherical (f) -I 2 F(f)
|sRds d(f)

where d, is the indentation depth at 0 frequency, v is the Poisson's ratio and is assumed

to be 0.4 for chondrocytes [152], and is specific to cell phenotype. R is the effective

radius of contact.

A more accurate modeling of the force measurement takes into account of the geometry

of the tip, for a pyramidal tip,

1i 1-0 2  F(f)
2rd, tan a d(f)

Where tan a defines the half angle of tip apex. The real part of the complex modulus

signifies the energy storage part of dynamic responses, while the imaginary part signifies

the energy loss part of dynamic responses corresponding to viscous flow.

Because of the utilization of continuum mechanics, the modeling of single cell mechanics

is relatively simplified. It ignored the inherited heterogeneous nature of cell, which is

composed of many microstructures. There have been experiments showing that the stress

distribution on a single cell is far from homogenous, and tends to extend through cells

[153] rather than to be localized as predicted by the models based on homogenous models

[53, 154, 155].



In the model of cell mechanics of tensegrity, the discrete nature has already been taken

into account. It has been demonstrated that the modelling of single cells as tensegrity

mimic a number of mechanical behaviors or properties of cells. For example, this model

predicts that the focal adhesion of cells will be accompanied by the malleable

deformation of cytoplasm and the nucleus will polarize and move basally. This has been

proved experimentally by the studying of living cells [156]. In addition, it has been

shown by time lapse video microscope observation that the cytoskeleton network

rearrange globally just as the tensegrity predicted [157]. The experiments on the focal

adhesion of cell to ECM also suggest cytoskeleton is a tensegrity network because the

compressional continuity was not observed in either ECM or cytoskeleton [156].

It is thus interesting to seek further improvement on the accuracy of measurement

interpretation by incorporating tensegrity model in the mathematical modelling of single

cell mechanics. A few models [158, 159] have been devised to take into account of

tensegrity to model the dynamic responses of cells. By using these models, the internal

mechanical loadings on tensegrity elements like bars, which correspond to

microfilaments, and cables, which correspond to cytoplasm, can be derived from external

loadings; it may be useful to provide a way to directly estimate the cytoskeleton

responses to external loadings. And furthering development of the software algorithm to

interpret the mechanical measurements may lead improved performance of the system.

2.4 Challenge and Other Applications

There may be still some technological challenges faced by this technology for the

realization of its full potential. One of which is to ensure the uniformity of the substrate

to be probed. Due to the application of AFM platform, it is extremely important to make

sure that the sample variation in Z direction can be accommodated by the cantilever

system.

As a result, cells must be preselected by their size; a size variation range within the

tolerance limits of the cantilever arrays must be specified for the purpose of cantilever

array protection. There are some existing technologies like flow cytometry for cell size



selection. Flow cytometry is a high throughput device capable of cell selection based on

cell type, cell size or specific markers attached on cells. Although the selection of cell

size is achievable with flow cytometry, it requires preparation of cell staining by

fluorescent probes, thus increasing the experiment time frame [160-162]. Another

problem of using flow cytometry is this could increase the cost of the system.

Another solution is to use microfluidic MEMS device for cell size sorting. The sorting

mechanism can be based on mechanical size selection by forcing cells passing pores in

the device [163]; or can be based on purely fluidic mechanics principles [164, 165]; or

can be based on the same principle of flow cytometry [166, 167]. Although these cell

sorting chips partially overcome the cost problem of conventional flow cytometry, they

have their own troubles. For example, cell sorting devices based on pore size does not

consider the deformability of cells, though it may not be a major concern for normal cells,

it could potentially fail to sort cells with high deformability. Microfluidic devices on the

other hand, do not have the same high sorting yield in conventional flow cytometry. Cell

sorting based on light scattering principle like conventional flow cytometry can produce

very high sorting yield, however, they still require the pre-stain of cell population.

Although the concern of cell size variation can be alleviated by the use of cell sorting

devices, there is still deeper concern about the small size variation tolerance of AFM

array. Even if cell sorting does not require time consuming staining process, it may still

be a problem as only a fraction of cells can be selected from the total cell population; this

could cause huge waste, not only of the materials needed for cell culture, but also of the

cell source itself. This problem is more severe especially when precious cells such as

stem cells are used.

Another problem associated with the selection of the fraction of cell bears the question

whether this sub population could be a good enough sample to represent the whole

population of cells. Single cell mechanics may vary with cell size; so that multiple

batches of measurements have to be carried out for characterize the whole population.



A fundamental solution to this problem is to fabricate AFM arrays with higher tolerance.

Less stiff materials [85, 168] could be used for the fabrication of array. Future research

would be needed to solve the problem.

The proposed system has good application potentials to a variety of tasks. Although this

technology platform is developed with the primary aim for high throughput probing of

single cell mechanics by the nanoindentation of AFM tips, it is possible to modify this set

up for other researches. With normal cell chip, cell response to dynamic compression can

be tested, with AFM tips functionalized with particles that are large in size, whole cell

mechanical property measurement can be obtained. If chemical agents are used to

functionalize cell chip for cell binding, the tensile properties of single cells can also be

tested.

AFM has found wide range of applications in pharmaceutical industries on molecular

basis. For example, by chemically modifying the tip of AFM, it is possible to detect the

binding forces between adhesive protein and the ligand of this protein on cell, thus

providing a quantitative assessment of protein-cell interaction. The same principle can be

applied in studying drug-cell interactions too [64]. In addition, due to the high resolution

provided by AFM, force measurement on molecular level is possible, there are

experiments performed on force measurement between single protein-ligand pair [169],

DNA double strands [170] and single molecule domains [171]. With current design of the

high throughput system, these molecules can be immobilized on cantilever tips as well as

in the pits, thus high throughput of single molecule mechanics is possible.

Beyond the measurement of mechanical properties, there are other applications of AFM

in biological sciences; the flowing figure summarizes the application fields, and many of

them can be benefited with the development of the high-throughput AFM.



Figure 21. Possible applications of AFM technology in biology [172]

2.4.1 Beyond Biology

More applications of AFM can be found beyond the boundary of biological researches,

and the high throughput platform is also desirable in those applications. Active AFMs

with self actuations have been intensively researched in material science community for

the use on surface patterning. For example, AFM can be used to mechanically patterning

the polymer surface by indentation or plowing [96]. This was also the original idea of

IBM's millipede, which performs thermal mechanical indentation for data storage [173].

Another pattering technique biases cantilever tip with regards to substrate surface. The

oxidation is confined to the proximity of AFM tip, and it has been demonstrated on

silicon[174], III-V compound semiconductors, silicon carbide and metal [175].

Furthermore, AFM arrays can be used to transfer molecules as ink on to substrate

surfaces [176], which is known as dip pen nanolithography (DPN) [177]. This technology



can help to directly modify substrate surfaces and to fabricate ultra thin mask on substrate,

and is compatible with a wide variety of substrates, including organic and biological

materials [112].

However, the probe based surface patterning faces similar dilemma as probe based single

cell probing, as the low throughput of the device hinders the further adaption of this

technology. This high-throughput AFM cantilever array may find potential of being

applied in surface pattering as well. In fact, many researchers have already begun to seek

the application of array technology. For example, C.F.Quate in Stanford University

integrated four cantilever arrays, each consisting 50 cantilevers for with independent

control for each beam in local oxidation lithography [112].



Chapter 3 Commercialization

3.1 Intellectual Property

Intellectual property (IP) assessment is an important component to assess the

marketability of a new born technology. It can help to protect the IP of the new

technology and at the same time to avoid any confliction of IP interest with established

patent holders. The first part of this chapter focuses on the studying of existing IPs

Patent searches were conducted to analyze IPs with two primary sources, namely, Google

Patent Search (www.google.com/patents) and the US Patent Office's (www.uspto.gov)

There are numerous existing patents in the fabrication and application of cantilever array

as well as the cell chip. Most relevant patents about the fabrication process have already

expired so that no cost is incurred by applying these technologies in the fabrication

process. For example, to fabricate the AFM array and the cell chip, Sol-gel deposition,

sputtering, photolithography and CVD are needed, the patents about sol gel deposition of

PZT materials with spin coating were filed since 1989 [178], the earliest patent about

photolithography using SU-8 dates back to 1974, and the most relevant one was filed by

IBM in 1989 [179]. The sputtering deposition was file before 1950 [180] and CVD of

metal was filed back to 1980s [181].

There are about 390 patents regarding the technology field of arrayed AFM filed between

1988 and 2010, suggesting this is a rather interesting research territory. These patents

mostly use different design of cantilever systems, for example, the patent for multiple

probe measurement uses mechanically coupled probes for testing [182]. Furthermore,

many patents of multiple cantilevers centre around concept such as data storage [183].

The most relevant patents in this category are Atomic force microscope for biological

specimens [184] and Tapping atomic force microscope [185]. These patents are about the

applications of a single probe. There are about 80 patents regarding the application of

arrayed AFM to biological study, however, most of these patents concern about



biomolecules testing. No patent exists about the application of AFM array for single cell

mechanics testing.

There are 127 patents about cell chip for cell positioning. There are patents about cell

positioning with mechanical means [186] as well as with dielectrophoresis means [187].

However, no patent was found to combine both techniques.

The patterns of the filed patents in related fields indicate that this high throughput device

is entering a technology territory that is less explored. This new technology introduces

novel applications of AFM arrays testing single cell mechanics with a novel cell chip

design; the salient features of this system are not yet patented. In summary, no severe

barriers for the new technology were found and the technology should be patentable.

In summary, the technology platform represents a collection of novelties which should be

patentable in the following areas:

a) Design and manufacturing procedures of piezo AFM arrays

b) Design and manufacturing procedures of cell chip for cell positioning

c) Application of piezo AFM array and cell chip for single cell mechanics testing

d) Measurement and controlling algorithms

However, it must be noted that there are a range of patents and publications in area a)

already, it is most advisable to improve on the current design and manufacturing

processes before the patents are files.

3.2 Market

With the study of single cell mechanics gaining more attention, devices for quantify

single cell mechanical properties will face a growing demand. In addition,

pharmaceutical companies and administrative agencies involved in the developing tissue

engineering products need a tool that can assess the mechanical properties of cells from

engineered tissue. Other potential applications are also accessible by some slight

modification of this platform. Presently, there is no commercially available solution



which is of high efficiency and in the meantime is a potentially multitask platform. The

cantilever array based cell force microscope is designed to fulfil this void by targeting at

this high demand, price inelastic market. Great market opportunity could be expected for

this product.

The market analysis of AFM with arrayed cantilevers is based on evaluations of current

market for AFM and a case study. The data of AFM market research was drawn from

ITRS, Frost & Sullivan [188, 189]. The material for case study was drawn from the

financial report form 10K of the leading company (Veeco) in AFM market. It is also

noted that the market research typically group AFM with closely related technology and

products of Surface Tunnelling Microscope (STM) and Near Field Scanning Optical

Microscope (NSOM).

The primary source for AFM market data is from World Microscopes Markets [189]. The

AFM market was estimated about 572.3 million in 2008 [190], with a projected growth

rate of 15.3% annually till 2013. The competition structure of the market comprises three

tiers. The first tier is occupied by large companies like Veeco and JEOL, which offer

whole range of product line and have a broad installation base. The second tier comprises

smaller companies like Park System and JPK Instruments, which are typically privately

owned, and exploit niche market. The third tier comprises companies produce various

AFM accessories. The market strategy for our start up company is to enter second tier

first, because small scale production can help the start up company to reduce the need for

huge initial investment, and in the mean time to concentrate to the specialization it

possesses. Further expansion to first tier is desired after the first phase of market entering

is successful.

The key end user group of the market is segmented into general industry, including

semiconductor industry, electronics industry and materials industry, biomedical

companies and research institutions/universities. Among all customers, biomedical

companies and research institutions hold about 50% of market share, which is the

primary target of the proposed technology platform. The gross margin of AFM products

is typically about 40% [191], which is also high enough to motivate large initial

investment and subsequent R & D.



AFM market exists globally, the market with Asian pacific as the number one market

which holds about 50% of market value. North America and EU hold the second and the

third place.

Scanning Probe Microscopes Market: Percent of Revenues by Geog-aphic Regon
(World), 2003-2013

o Rest-of-World
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Figure 22. Market segments for AFM[191]

From the global market division, it is necessary to set up the start up company in a way

such that global operation is possible, so that the efficient capturing of the global market

can be achieved.

3.3 Case Study

A case study on Veeco was carried out in order to better understand the environment

faced by a strong company in AFM market. It is noted Veeco has several departments,

only those related to AFM were used for the purpose of analysis.



Veeco offers a whole range of AFM lines, from simple low cost set up to more

complicated systems for industrial solutions [44, 192]. In 2009, Veeco launched 5 new

AFM models and placed 450 AFMs worldwide [191]. The operation of Veeco's AFM

unit has been greatly affected by the world economy downturn, but the projection is still

optimistic as there is an increasing trend in requirement of devices capable of measuring

material properties at nanoscale level. It may indicate that we may have relatively stable

revenue regarding to the economy situations.

The sales of metrology product consists of about 30% of total net sales of Veeco, and the

gross profit (40%) remains flat despite the economy situation. The majority of sales and

procurement of Veeco relies primarily on several partners, which may impose risks on

the supply chain.

Veeco spent about 15% of revenue in research and development; this may be due to the

high speed of technological evolution. We recognize it is necessary for us to invest in

R&D too if we want to keep up with competition.

In terms of revenue realization, AFM customers generally require no substantial

provisional period and the installation is insignificant. As such, revenue is realized soon

after the device is shipped. It may be beneficial for a start up company to minimize

inventory cost and maximize cash flow.

3.4 Business Strategy

For the realization of the high-throughput AFM, two approaches may be preceded. The

first approach is to align with existing market players, by utilizing the intellectual

property to gain profit. The other approach would be set up a company to produce the

technology platform. From the market analysis above, it is clear that the market is growth

is rather strong in AFM sector, and the market capacity is large enough to hold both large

and smaller companies. In this market, smaller companies may excel in certain areas by

providing specific product to tailor the needs of specific customer, because the market

provides a high profit margin for the device manufacturer. In addition, due to the



protection of IP, these specific markets is not likely to be engulfed by the larger

companies if the smaller companies are able to hold a comprehensive collection of

patents. Meanwhile, profit generation from IP could not provide a gross margin as high as

producing the product by one's own, since in the profit chain model, a company

producing the product will be able to reap margins from the bottom of the chain, which is

R & D, until top of the chain, which are final product sales. Moreover, this technology

break through has potentials to be applied in various fields in research and industry as

illustrated in previous section; this represent a great opportunity for a company holding

this technology to expand into various market. In summary of all above considerations, it

is more likely that to build a start up company will eventually provide more return on

investment than solely relying on IP royalty; as such, the following section will discuss a

few business aspects of starting a new company.

3.4.1 Supply Chain Positioning

To position a start up company into supply chain is vital for defining its business model.

The key of supply chain positioning is to define input and output of the business. From

the market structure analysis above, it would be best if a start up company can avoid

direct competition with established market players. It is thus highly desirable if the start

up company sells only the core functional unit (AFM array and controller) as an

expandable module to customer with existing AFM system, so as to minimize

competition by helping the customers to avoid high capital investment and establishing

partnership with current market players.

However, it is soon realized that this approach leads to the problem of over complicated

product design, as there are more than 14 major AFM manufacturers and about 50

companies in total [193] in the market, it would be extremely difficult to provide

compatible AFM arrays and controller modules across brands due to different interfaces

used by various manufacturer.

As a result, it is more favourable to make the final product to be the whole AFM system

with controller and software. The details of the product are summarized below.



Product components:

" Cantilever arrays: to probe single cell mechanics. A number of cantilever arrays

can be integrated in order to achieve higher throughput.

" Cell chip: for precise positioning of cells before cantilever probing is carried out.

* Piezo platform: to adjust the relative position of cell chip and cantilever arrays

e Controllers: including DAQ board to sample the signals generated by cantilever

arrays and /0 board convert those signals to digital input. Digital output is also

received by 1/0 board from computer and converted to analogue output by the

controller in order to control the power source.

" Software: software modulus for controlling the hardware and for interpreting the

acquired data

" Power source

Companies producing AFM instruments seek to play in more than one sector for healthy

business growth. The start up company will enter the rapidly developing industry as a

device fabrication enterprise with strong technology and development background.

Figure 23. Supply chain of start up company



The supply chain for the start up company is illustrated in above figure. There are three

subsectors in the supply chain, namely, the supplier side which in charge of providing

raw materials and the controller modules; the start up company which is responsible for

manufacturing of the cantilever array and cell chip, the design of the controlling

algorithms and analysis software and R&D for product development; and distribution

channel, which is responsible for providing customers with the final product. The

fabrication of the controller circuits can be outsourced to more experienced companies

who are in possess of required tools and are specialized in fabrication of chips the in

order to decrease the investment and reduce cost. Several important factors have to be

considered for the building of the supply chain:

" To secure the timely delivery of high quality raw materials

e To ensure timely delivery of products to customers by partnering with established

distributors

e To build up a competitive price for product with technological edge

3.4.2 Cost Modelling

The cost assessment is conducted based on the estimations of fixed cost and variable cost.

The cost figure could provide a guide on the continual optimization in cost, reliability and

fabrication technique in the future. The actual cost analysis should be done in more

details and consider more factors.

Two approaches were used for cost modelling. It is worth noticing that only crude

estimation can be made before the actual process of production.

The fixed cost was estimated with a top-down approach with data gathered from Veeco's

financial report. A total of 16.6 million worth equipments, plants and properties has been

acquired by Veeco for the production of AFM, and there annual production is 450 AFMs.

To estimate the fixed cost of the new start up, an evaluation of annual production target

has to be devised first. Assuming we can produce 90 AFMs per year, a very rough

approximation of the total fixed cost would be 3.32 million. The fixed cost is then spread



out over the production period of AFM device, so if it is assumed that a linear

relationship exists between production volume and the fixed cost, the average fixed cost

can be calculated from the production lifetime.

The core fabrication process of this device is the production of AFM array and cell chip.

The cost model is based on laboratory techniques for producing the system, the

dimensions of materials used are estimated from literatures [99, 138-141]. However, it is

worth noticing that this is also a rough estimation only since the cost in laboratory

settings does not always reflect the cost in mass production.

The cost of materials and processes were obtained from various sources [194-207], CES

Edupack @ was also used to facilitate the estimation of cost and processing. The variable

cost was estimated to be 960 USD per array, with labour cost being the single largest cost

for device fabrication (52%). More detailed production cost breakdown can be referred to

Appendix B.
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Figure 24. Variable cost modelling for Piezo deposition and SU-8 coating

The variable cost of the chip production is based on the estimation of chip size. An

estimation of lcm xl cm is used; cost of producing chips with different size doesn't vary

dramatically with the size of chip, as size dependent component (material cost) only

account for 27% of the total cost. Among the material cost, the cost of photoresist is

almost negligible. For batch fabrication, labour cost can be averaged out among the units

produced; if 10 chips are fabricated per batch without the need of increasing the number

of workers, one chip is estimated to cost below 500 dollars.

The cost of piezo scanner (USD 1563) was obtained from direct quotes, and the cost of

controller (USD 5000) was estimated from the price of controller unit from National

Instrument (NI-PXIE 8130). The variable cost of the software can be ignored as it does

not require too much resource to produce once the algorithm is finished. In summary, the

total cost of building this system may come to USD 11K (variable) plus fixed cost if 4

arrays are used with one chip, one pizeo scanner one DAQ and one 1/0 controller. The

fixed cost can be averaged out through production time. If the fixed cost is comparable to

other manufacturer, and minus the cost of piezo scanner which is common to all AFMs,

the cost may be USD 9.5K (4 arrays + 1 chip + controller) higher than the cost of

producing a normal AFM set.
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For a start up company, to reduce risk, it is desirable to limit the investment to a small

scale production first. If we assume a linear relationship between production volume and

the fixed cost, and the production volume is 150 AFMs per year, from Veeco's financial

report, the unit cost variation with respect to production volume can be estimated. If a

production time span of 5 years is assumed, the price of the high throughput device must

be at least USD 18.37K for break even.
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Figure 25. Unit cost change over production volume

3.4.3 Utility and Feasibility Analysis

From the product cost point of view, the device may cost up to USD 9.5K more than

average AFM cost. Thus there could be some doubt whether this product would be

accepeted by the targeted market. Average AFM cost about USD 15K to 40K depends on

the complexity, if the targeted market is the high end AFM users, the high througput

device may cost 25% more than convnetional technology.

The major limitation of AFM is the low throughput problem. There is currently no

competing technologies available in the market offering the same degree of automation,

resolution and throughput in a single product. If four AFM cantilever arrays are supplied



in one pacakge, each array consists 50 cantilevers as used by Quate [112], the throughput

will be 200 times of the throughput of a single probe AFM. Thus the benefit is quite

likely to be more than the cost increase.

Through the case study, it is found AFM profit can be as high as 40%, and can remain

flat even in economy down turn. It is possible for the start up company to lower down the

gross margin in the first place to capture the market.Through the market analysis, it is

clear that AFM market is expanding at a rate about 15% per year, and AFM for

biomechanical research represents a major contibution of the market expansion.

Moreover, this high-throughput device has the potential to be a multitask platform so its

potential application is not just limited by the filed biomechanical research. The market

expandablity for the start up company could be high due to both market expansion as

well as technology branching out.

There are also various ways for lowering down the cost. Considering the major variable

cost is down to the controller units, it is possible that the cost of the product can be

lowered by establishing direct partnership with controller providers. Other cost reducing

methods may include the optimization of fabrication processes and the renting of

equipement, plant instead of purchasing.



Chapter 4 Conclusion

Single cell mechanics has emerged as an important branch in the studying cell biology.

Although research has been focused on the characterization of single cell mechanical

properties based on a small population of cells, it is recognized this approach cannot truly

account the complexity of heterogeneous cell population in most living organisms. Thus

for the purpose of quantitative assessment of a large population of cell, a force

measurement device with high resolution and high throughput is necessary.

The first part of thesis is concentrated on the biological back ground which connects

single cell mechanics to various cellular activities. A deep correlation between single cell

mechanic properties and cytoskeletal structures was explained, the application of single

cell mechanics was shown including the characterization of cells and identification

diseases.

In the second part, a system composited novel AFM cantilever array and cell is proposed

and studied. Different AFM cantilever array technology and cell chip technology are

compared and suitable technology was chosen for the fabrication of the device. It is

found that the fabrication of the device does not contribute much difficulty for the

realization of the technology. Although the technology may still face some challenge to

realize its full potential, these challenges are not fatal for the technolgy and they can be

overcome by the use of additional device or the advacne of complementary technologies,

such as cell sorting chip.

Feasibility study based on commercialization of the concepts was also carried out,

through the analysis of intellectual property; it is shown that this technology would be

patentable as it combines novel features of both AFM patents and cell chip patents.

Market analysis was also carried out to assess environment faced by companies in this

sector. Through the analysis of business strategy, the author found strong market growth

and good IP protection could facilitate the start up and the expansion of the company,

meanwhile to set up a start up company for producing such technology platform may



generate more return for investment. As a result, it seems more profitable to realize the

technology through joining the device fabrication industry rather than through the

collecting IP royalties. Although the fabrication cost was would be higher for such a

system compared to common AFM, it is possible that the utilities provided by this

technology overweighs its expenses. Further cost reduction may come from the

expansion in production scale and advancing in manufacturing processes.

In conclusion, this technology represents advancement in the development force

measuring devices, because no competing device with equivalent precision and

throughput is offered in current market, this technology can receive positive market

responses.
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Appendix A: Calulation of the Gradient of Electric Field in Cell Chip

The electric field strength is calculated by assuming the structure is assembled with

infinite number of point charges.

For vertical wire trunk, if the length of the wire is 1, the field strength can be calculated as:

upper kQ

lower y) 2 dl=

upper kQ 2a

owerx +a

uppe

pf{rX kQ _d (l- y )

upper

kQ J 2 2da

xower

=kQ-tan- 1 " - u

For each wiring unit, there are two vertical wire trunks, the electric field from the other

one is calculated as:

upper -kQ upper kQE2= dl = d-k-y
E lowe (right -x) 2 +(l -y) 2

lowe (right -x) 2 +(l-y)2 d(l-y)
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here upper represents the upper y-axis boundary of the wire trunk, lower represents the

lower y-axis boundary of the wire trunk, left represent the x-axis position of first wire

trunk, while right represents the position of the second wire trunk on x-axis.

For wire branches, if they are on the first wire trunk,

length
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if they are on the second wire trunk,

right -kQ dm right

rightlength [upper - (i -1) X space - Y 2 2 right length [upper -

1 t_ (m -x) right
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Here space represents the interval between branching points; length represents the

dimension of branching-out wire tips.

The gradient of electric field is calculated with Matlab.

A simulation is carried out by assuming two wire trunks present in one wiring unit, and

each wire trunk has 11 branch-off points, each tip branching out has a length

corresponding to 1/16 of the distance between two wire trunks. The simulation is

preceded by assuming unit strength of the gradient of the electric field when the

potentials of the wires reach the maximum points in AC voltage. The following figure

shows a snapshot of the changing square of AC electric field gradient at certain moment.

No significant change except the absolute values of the maximum will occur in other

moments during device operation.
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The simulation shows maximum gradient of electric fields can be achieved at the

branching point, where it is desirable to build pits for assisting cell positioning.
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The matlab codes used for simulation is listed below

function A = Efield
upper = 100;

lower = -100;

left = 0;

right = 20;

number = 11;

space = (upper-lower)

1= (right
(upper

/ (number-1);

left -1)/1 + 1;
lower -1)/1 + 1;

A = zeros(j, i);
m =1; n =1;
for x = (left+0.5):1:(right-0.5);

for y = (lower+0.5): 1: (upper-0.5);
A(m,n)= Ehorizontal(x,y, upper, lower, left, right,

number) + Evertical(x,y, upper, lower, left, right);

A(m,n) = A(m,n)^2;

m = m + 1;

end

m = 1;

n = n+1;

end



B = abs (gradient (A));
y = [(lower+0.5): 0.5 (upper-0.5)];
x = [(left+0.5): 0.5 :(right-0.5)];
[Y X] = meshgrid(y,x);
mesh(B)

function E = Evertical(x,y, upper, lower, left,
El = 1/x*(atan((upper-y)/x)-atan((lower-y)/x));
E2 -1/(right-x)*(atan((upper-y)/(right-x))
y)/(right-x)));
E = E1+E2;

right)

-atan((lower-

function E = Ehorizontal(x,y, upper, lower, left, right,
number)
space = (upper-lower)/(number-1);
length = (right-left)/16;
El = 0; E2 =0;

for i = 1:1:number;
El = E1+ 1/(upper-(i-l)*space-y)*(atan((length-

x)/(upper-(i-1)*space-y))-atan((-x)/(upper-(i-l)*space-y)));
end

for i = 1:
E2

x) / (upper-
1) *space-y
end

1:number;
= E2- 1/(upper-(i-l)*space-y)*(atan((right-
(i-1)*space-y))-atan((right-length-x)/(upper-(i-

));

E = E1+ E2;



Appendix B: Data Used in Cost Modeling

It must be noted that the cost analysis here is just a rough estimation from various

literature survey; actual process may have different cost. For fixed cost, the Form 10K

from Veeco was used to assess the investment in plant, equipment as well as property.

Veeco is the leading company in the field of manufacturing AFM. Estimation from

Veeco gives an indication of the best performance one may be able to achieve with the

invested resources because among all manufacturers, Veeco has the comparative

advantage in obtaining the benefit of mass production. Veeco's investment on plant,

equipment and property is about 16.6 million in total, which gives a production volume

of 450 AFMs a year. For the reason of simplicity, if a linear relationship between

production volume and the fixed cost is assumed, and if the production life time is

assumed to be 5 years, and all the equipment has to be upgraded after that, there will be

an average fixed cost on each machine for USD 7377.

For variable cost, the cost of manufacturing the cell chip and the AFM array was

separately calculated. The variable cost was estimated based on the processes used in the

fabrication. For the reason of estimation, the processes were divided into common

processes and unique processes, where common processes refer to the processes which

do not have distinguishing characteristics related product produced, for example, etching,

masking and MOCVD metal deposition are considered common processes because these

processes have similar costs across the production of a range of devices. The cost of

common processes can be conveniently estimated by modeling software such as

Edupack@ from GRANTA Intelligence. The unique processes refer to the processes

specifically designed for the fabrication of the proposed technological platform; these

processed include piezo material spin coating. Energy consumption is estimated based on

process time and equipment power, labour cost is estimated with hourly rate set to USD

20 per hour. The following table and flow chart present data used in assessing the

variable cost in the unique process.
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